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Stimulus and response worksheet

Scientific project This experiment will evaluate which meaning produces the fastest response time: listening, touching, smelling or seeing. What direction causes the fastest response time? Do the observed reaction times differ between the subjects of the male and female tests? In what sense would you
trust if you needed to react quickly: vision, hearing, smell or touch? This experiment will evaluate which of these senses sends the fastest message to the brain and produces the fastest response. Calculator Sales stick meter meter Meter Test objects (approximately 10 males and 10 females) Notebook
for recording results Place your thumb and index finger above the 100cm mark on the meter stick. For each test object, perform the following steps: Ask the test subject to place his thumb and index finger on both sides of the gauge stick at the 0 centimeter mark. When you release the stick, the test
subject will try to catch you by closing your thumb and index finger. Test reaction time through vision first. Release the meter stick and record the distance (in centimeters) that the stick falls before the test subject is able to stop it. Perform five runs and calculate the average score. Repeat the test using a
blindfold to evaluate reaction time through hearing. Say the word DROP when you release the meter stick. Perform five runs and calculate the average score. Repeat the test using a sale to evaluate the reaction time through the touch sensation. Touch your subject's shoulder while releasing the meter



stick. Perform five runs and calculate the average score. Repeat the test using a blindfolded and scented candle. Place the candle directly under the guinea pig's nose while loosening the meter stick. Perform five runs and calculate the average score. Repeat steps 2-10 for many male and female guinea
pigs. Evaluate your data and calculate the average reaction time of each participant for each direction. Use the formula: d=0.5a*t2. Solve for t when d equals the distance traveled by the meter stick and equal strain due to the gravity constant (9.8 meters per second squared). What direction does it lead to
faster response time? Do you notice differences between male and female participants? Terms/Concepts: Senses, Reaction Time Reference: Life Responds: Reaction Time Experiment Author: Megan Doyle Disclaimer and Safety Precautions Education.com provides only the Science Fair Ideas Project
for informational purposes. Education.com makes no warranty or representation in relation to the Science Fair Ideas Project and is not liable for any loss or damage, directly or indirectly, caused by the use of this information. By accessing the Ideas of the Science Fair Project, you waive and waive any
claims against Education.com that arise. Besides your access to the website Education.com and ideas of the Science Fair Project is covered by Privacy Policy and Site Terms of Use, which include limitations on educação.com liability. Notice is given that not all Project Ideas are appropriate for all
individuals or in all circumstances. The implementation of any Scientific Project Idea should be carried out only in appropriate environments and with proper supervision of parents or other members. Reading and following the safety precautions of all materials used in a project is the sole responsibility of
each individual. For more information, see your state's Scientific Safety manual. Stoneybrooke in the Stoneybrooke Science project This experiment will evaluate what sense produces the fastest response time: listening, touching, smelling, or seeing. What direction causes the fastest response time? Do
the observed reaction times differ between the subjects of the male and female tests? In what sense would you trust if you needed to react quickly: vision, hearing, smell or touch? This experiment will evaluate which of these senses sends the fastest message to the brain and produces the fastest
response. Calculator Sales stick meter meter Meter Test objects (approximately 10 males and 10 females) Notebook for recording results Place your thumb and index finger above the 100cm mark on the meter stick. For each test object, perform the following steps: Ask the test subject to place his thumb
and index finger on both sides of the gauge stick at the 0 centimeter mark. When you release the stick, the test subject will try to catch you by closing your thumb and index finger. Test reaction time through vision first. Release the meter stick and record the distance (in centimeters) that the stick falls
before the test subject is able to stop it. Perform five runs and calculate the average score. Repeat the test using a blindfold to evaluate reaction time through hearing. Say the word DROP when you release the meter stick. Perform five runs and calculate the average score. Repeat the test using a sale to
evaluate the reaction time through the touch sensation. Touch your subject's shoulder while releasing the meter stick. Perform five runs and calculate the average score. Repeat the test using a blindfolded and scented candle. Place the candle directly under the guinea pig's nose while loosening the meter
stick. Perform five runs and calculate the average score. Repeat steps 2-10 for many male and female guinea pigs. Evaluate your data and calculate the average reaction time of each participant for each direction. Use the formula: d=0.5a*t2. Solve for t when d equals the distance traveled by the meter
stick and equal strain due to the gravity constant (9.8 meters per second squared). What direction does it lead to faster response time? You notice differences male and female participants? Terms/Concepts: directions, reaction time Reference: Life responds: Reaction reaction time experience Megan
Doyle Disclaimer and Safety Precautions Education.com provides only Science Fair Project Ideas for informational purposes. Education.com makes no warranty or representation in relation to the Science Fair Ideas Project and is not liable for any loss or damage, directly or indirectly, caused by the use of
this information. By accessing the Ideas of the Science Fair Project, you waive and waive any claims against Education.com that arise. In addition, your access to the Education.com website and ideas of the Science Fair Project is covered by Educação.com's Privacy Policy and the Site's Terms of Use,
which include limitations on the company's Educação.com. Notice is given that not all Project Ideas are appropriate for all individuals or in all circumstances. The implementation of any Scientific Project Idea should be carried out only in appropriate environments and with proper supervision of parents or
other members. Reading and following the safety precautions of all materials used in a project is the sole responsibility of each individual. For more information, see your state's Scientific Safety manual. Stoneybrooke at Stoneybrooke Stimulus And Response - Displaying the 8 best spreadsheets found
for this concept. Some of the worksheets for this concept are stimulus and response work, stimulus response and behavioral work 1, classic conditioning work 2, ftld module work, background control 22115, stimulus response annex 1 and behavioral work 1, cloze homeostasis work, classical conditioning
examples. Have you found a spreadsheet you're looking for? To download/print, click the pop-out icon or print icon to print or download. The worksheet will open in a new window. You can download or print using the browser document reader options. Please leave a review, I would really appreciate the
feedback! Complete set of lesson resources covering the importance of responding to stimuli and the response path. Students queue in a single file and are invited to the room. During registration, they put their LO grids for this topic in their books. Students receive a spreadsheet with questions about. I'll
talk through this spreadsheet so they know what questions need to be answered before watching a short video. They watch and then try to answer the questions on the sheet. Next, I'll use classified lollipop sticks to lead a class discussion and get answers from students. Students are given a set of
keywords and definitions for the response path. Your first task is to combine the settings with the keywords. this should take 5 minutes. Next, I'm going to take answers from the students with and reveal the answers on the board. the next step of the task will be to sort these steps in the answer path
correctly I'll make a very loud bang with a ruler to make them jump. They will then discuss this in groups of 3 or 4 4 answering the 4-mark test question on the board on Paper A3. We'll discuss this with the help of a brand scheme. Students fill out green grids to identify their level of progressRead
moreFreeReport a problem practice with classic conditioning For each example below, identify The Unconditioned Stimulus (US), Nonconditioned Response (UR), Conditional Stimulus (CS), and Conditional Response (CR). Example: In his old run-down apartment, every time someone washed the
bathroom while Tom showered, he immediately jumped underwater because it would cool the water ice. Now that he's in a new, more modern apartment, the water doesn't get any more cold when someone flushes the toilet, however Tom still jumps. USA: Water Turning UR Ice: Jumping From Under
water CS: Toilet flushing CR: Jumping Under Water 1. The overload in Tom's lab shorts and shocks him every time he touches him. After a while Tom hesitates every time he is about to touch the overload. USA: getting a shock from a short circuit UR: hesitation CS: reaching the overload in the
LABORATORY CR: hesitation 2. Tom gets hungry every time he goes to the kitchen. USA: make UR food: goes to the kitchen CS: when cr hungry: go to the kitchen 3. Tom's eyes begin to water at the mere sight of cats because he is allergic to them. USA: UR allergies: Tom's eyes begin to water CS:
when seeing CATS CR: Tom's eyes begin to water 4. One of Toms' friends has a night of excessive drinking, consuming lots of vodka screwdrivers, and eating lots of pizza and salad with pieces of bacon. After falling ill, she refuses to eat pieces of bacon. USA: excessive consumption of RH: causes CS
disease: eating/smelling pieces of CR bacon: causes disease 5. To stop bad habits, it is sometimes recommended that you put an elastic band around your wrist and break every time you notice yourself doing this behavior. USA: pop a rubber ur: Pain CS: acting on bad CR habits: pain 6. Before going for
a chemotherapy treatment, they often give you a distinct food to eat. After the treatment, you can't stand this food. USA: UR chemotherapy treatment: loss of appetite for food given to you during CS treatment: food given to you in cr treatment: loss of appetite 7. You know a new person who is cooking is
very good. After a few meals you start to fall in love. USA: UR people's personality: fall in love With CS: meals cooked by your boo bear CR: fall in love 8. Whenever you watch a scary show, you always have a big bowl of popcorn. Now you think having a bowl of popcorn makes you feel scary. Later, your
scary show is canceled, and you get to eat popcorn while watching Seinfeld. Now the makes you feel happy. USA: UR TV show: UR: response to the show CS: popcorn food during the CR TV show: emotional response to show 9.       You always do your homework at your desk. After a very difficult
semester, you think sitting at your table depresses you. USA: doing homework UR: CS depressed: sitting at the table you do your homework in CR: depressed 10.    You want to quit smoking, then you sit at home and give yourself a shock every time you grab a cigarette. Your smoking decreases.
However, when you go out with your friends, your smoke returns to the same level. USA: UR electric shock: discomfort/pain (in your home) CS: CR cigarettes: discomfort/ pain (in your home) home)
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